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Are you wondering how long dwarf hamster lifespan is? Now that you are thinking of adopting
dwarf hamster as your pay, you may consider about its lifespan before deciding anything.
When it comes to hamster, its lifespan will actually be heavily impacted by how you take care
of it. Thus, how long can a dwarf hamster live in general?
The Lifespan of Dwarf Hamsters Revealed
If you need a short answer, the length of dwarf hamsters’ lifespan is generally different from
one breed to another. However, the average lifespan of this sociable pet is around one and a
half to three and a half years. Nevertheless, there is one that is documented as the oldest
dwarf hamster ever which could reach 4.5 years of lifespan.
The Lifespan of Dwarf Hamster Based On Its Breed
Since the lifespan of dwarf hamster tends to be dissimilar from one breed to another, your
Chinese dwarf hamster might have the different life expectancy to another breed. If you have
the Chinese breed one, its life expectancy is around two to three years. On the other hand, the
average age of the Siberian breed is 1.5 to 2 years.
Similar to Siberian breed, Campbell breed also has 1.5 to 2 years lifespan in average. Among
the other breeds of dwarf hamster available, the Roborovski dwarf hamster is the one which
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has the longest lifespan on average because it can live for about 3 to 3.5 years. Then, wild
hamsters are typically live longer than household hamsters.
Things That Influence Dwarf Hamster’s Lifespan
Whether you own Chinese or Siberian dwarf hamster, there are actually several things that
can affect the lifespan of your hamster. It is important to learn about it especially if you are
planning to adopt one. This is because most of the points here are related to the way it is
taken care of. Here are several things that matter.
Your Hamster’s Food
Firstly, food does matter for the lifespan of your hamster. When it is fed with an appropriately
balanced diet, you can surely expect for a longer lifespan. Pellets are considered being a
better option than mixed seeds although it is still up for debate. Then, it is a good idea to feed
your hamster some fresh vegetables and fruits too.
Larger Space Is Better
Whether you have a Roborovski or winter white dwarf hamster, space also matters. When
provided with a large enough space to dig, play and run around, your hamster’s lifespan is
typically increased. That is why it is highly recommended to provide bigger space for your
hamster so that it can live a little much longer.
Get the Hamster to Exercise
The last but not least, exercise also has an influence on your hamster’s lifespan. Associated to
the bigger space or cage for your hamster, it is highly essential to encourage the hamster to
play and run around as well. You can consider supplying some toys like hamster ball or
something that can make your Campbell dwarf hamster plays and runs.
If you’re looking for more information about hamsters, you can visit lovehamsterwheel.com as
they provide various information about hamsters.
For instance, you can read this article here https://lovehamsterwheel.com/blogs/dwarf-
hamster/danish-our-superhero-dwarf-hamster that is about why hamsters are cooler than any
other pets.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/newssearch/?query=hamster balls
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